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Abstract— Billions of items loaded on social media are 

basically owned by multiple users [1]. However only the user 

who uploads the item has the authority to adjust its privacy 

settings i.e. accessibility to the items [1]. Adjusting one's 

privacy is a serious issue which is to be dealt efficiently, as 

user's privacy preferences may collide. This might result into 

serious consequences e.g. losing jobs, cyber stalking. Items 

contain images that involve many people, comments which 

include various people etc. Multi-party privacy management 

is of great importance for users to properly preserve their 

privacy on social media. The proposed system includes first 

computational mechanism to resolve conflicts for multi-party 

management which is capable of operating in different 

situations by modelling the concessions made by user to reach 

a solution to the conflict [1]. In the proposed system the 

mediator uses various concession rules to resolve conflicts for 

multi-party privacy management. A tag line is given to the 

original sender to overcome the no concession rule. In this 

system friends are recommended on the basis of current user's 

interest. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It’s been observed that huge amount of items are uploaded by 

large amount of users [1, 2]. Also these users can set their 

own privacy preferences [3]. At the time of sharing various 

items on social networking sites items there is a probability 

of conflict occurrence. These conflicts need to be detected 

and resolved by using algorithms like conflict detection and 

conflict resolution. This is the major objective to be worked 

upon in this paper. We have introduced the concept of 

mediator wherein the entire privacy system is divided into 

two sub-systems. These sub-systems are responsible for 

running conflict detection and conflict resolution algorithms. 

The mediator resides in between these two sub systems and 

is responsible for proposing a solution for every conflict 

detected. The output of the mediator is the resolved conflict 

[1]. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing system there is a lot of human intervention 

required. Users need to negotiate manually and decide the 

privacy preferences. Users have to carry loads of data which 

includes their privacy preferences. They had to negotiate 

manually. For example, Alice and Bob are willing to share 

some image with their friends. Alice wants to share the image 

with her friend Charlie but Bob has some privacy issue.  Here 

arises a conflict as the privacy preferences of both Alice and 

Bob mismatch [1, 5]. So the conflict resolution was done 

manually by discussing with each other about how important 

the item is and how strong is the willingness. This definitely 

consumes a lot of time and manpower. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Literature survey is of great importance in the development 

process of any software model. There are various factors to 

be determined before the initiation of the software 

development. These factors include time, economy, 

performance, strength etc. 

Nowadays lot of people share lot of items on social 

media, but every users privacy preferences may differ when 

privacy preferences of two or more users do not match, then 

we can say that conflict is detected [4].Existing research says 

that most of the negotiations are collaborative which means 

most of the users consider the frequently chosen preferences 

and try to check their initial most preferred option. This is 

done in order to resolve the conflict. In the existing system, 

Negotiations are occurred manually through messages chats, 

SMS or Emails. But in this paper conflicts are detected and 

resolved by using conflict detection and conflict resolution 

algorithms. In this paper, we are trying to reduce the user 

contribution as much as possible. 

In the proposed system, user can mark its own 

privacy preferences also every user can assign priority in its 

respective preference list. The member with highest priority 

number has higher chances of receiving the shared item. On 

the other hand the member with lowest priority number has 

the lowest chances of receiving the shared item. Users can 

also create groups item which contain close members like 

close friends, family members, relatives etc. The users also 

have the facility to assign priority number to the members in 

the group for example if a group contains a family member, a 

close friend and a relative. Family member has priority 

number as 1, close friend as a relative as 3.Then family 

member has the Highest chances of item getting shared and 

relatives has the lowest chance. 

A. Detecting & Resolving Conflicts Using Various 

Concession Rules 

Mostly users consider other users privacy preferences while 

deciding that exactly with whom should the item be shared 

and from whom should it be hidden. The concession rules 

play a vital role in resolving the detected conflicts. There is a 

mediator which is responsible to detect the conflict and 

thereby resolve it. The mediator makes decisions based on the 

willingness of user on sharing the particular item. If then rule 

for concessions is described below. 

1) I Don’t Mine Rule 

This rule says that at the time of sharing an item if any of the 

users involved in the process of sharing an item have no 

sensitivity issue then the item gets shared and the conflict gets 

resolved. For example, Alice and Bob are involved in a 

particular image and both of them are willing to share with 
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their respective friends. Now Alice wants to share the image 

with Charlie but Bob’s privacy preference does not contain 

Charlie. As Bob finds that the image is not sensitive and is 

not going to harm his privacy the image gets shared with 

Charlie and the conflict gets resolved according to this 

rule[1,6]. 

If w(a, c)is high 

THEN CONCEDE[1] 

2) I Understand Rule 

This rule says that if any of the users involved in the sharing 

process has some sensitivity issue then the remaining other 

users need to understand the sensitivity issue and the image 

shouldn’t be shared. For example, Alice, Bob and Charlie are 

involved in a photo. Alice and Charlie are willing to share the 

photo with their respective friends but Bob has some 

sensitivity issue. Hence Alice and Charlie understand Bob’s 

problem and do not share the photo. In this way the conflict 

gets resolved as per the “I Understand Rule” [1, 3]. 

IF W(a, c) IS low ∧ Va[c] = 1 ∧ ∃bϵN, W(b, c) IS low ∧
Vb[c] = 0  THEN concede[1] 

Here N is the negotiating user 

3) No Concession Rule 

This rule is applied when neither “I Don’t Mind” nor “I 

Understand Rule” can be used. This rule is used when the 

mediator observes that a negotiating user is not ready to 

concede and prefers to stay by its own previously chosen 

action. For example, Alice wants to share an image with 

Charlie but Bob is not willing to share due to some privacy 

issue but Alice is not ready to understand Bob’s problem and 

sticks by her previous action of sharing the image with 

Charlie. Hence the image gets shared [1]. 

In the existing system, if a person is not in a 

particular user's friend list or a group, then that person cannot 

send that image to that person. In this paper, we have 

introduced the concept of tagline, where a list is sent to that 

particular user which contains names of all those people who 

are not in particular user's friend list. The particular user will 

then choose people from the list to allow them to share their 

stuff with him. 

IF W(a, c) IS low ∧ (Va[c] = 0 ∨ (∄bϵN, W(b, c)ISlow ∧

Vb[c] = 0))  THEN do not concede[1] 

IV. MOTIVATION 

The traditional system involves a lot of human intervention. 

Manual negotiations take place. The users have to keep a 

track on its privacy preferences each time when an item is 

shared. This eventually imparts a lot of burden on the user. 

Also the functioning of the traditional system consumes a lot 

of time. A user can have multiple privacy preferences. 

Monitoring thousands of preferences at a single time becomes 

quite difficult. 

In this paper, the traditional system which contains 

manual negotiations VIA Chats, Mails, Sms are replaced with 

an automated model called the mediator [1, 7]. The mediator 

does the act of detecting the conflict and by using various 

algorithms tries to resolve the conflict. For example Alice and 

Bob are willing to share an image with their respective friend. 

The mediator individually detects if there is any conflict 

occurring. If yes then the conflict is resolved by using conflict 

resolution algorithm which is based on the concession rules 

as discussed earlier. If no conflict is then simply the image 

gets shared. This system reduces human intervention and 

burden on user. Management of multiple privacy preferences 

at a single time by user is eliminated. 

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Consider a set of negotiating users N={n1……..nk} who 

collectively own an item i.e, there exists one user who 

belongs to N i.e, negotiating user who uploads an item on 

social media and the other in N are the ones who are 

influenced on the activity of uploading an item and their 

individual privacy policies pn1……pnr for that item. How 

can the negotiating users concede on exactly with whom the 

item should get shared? 

This problem can be bifurcated into the following: 

Given a set of individual privacy policies pn1…..pnr of ever 

negotiating user for a particular item, how can one recognise 

whether minimum two policies have opposite decisions or 

whether to or not grant access to the target users for a 

particular item[1,2]. 

If a particular conflict is detected, how can we derive 

a solution in order to resolve it and to provide the most 

favourable result? 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system we have defined a system which 

consists of two sub-systems out of which one sub system runs 

conflict detection algorithm and the other sub-system runs 

conflict resolution algorithm. There is a mediator in between 

the two sub-systems. The role of the mediator is to find out 

how important the item is for the negotiating user in order to 

hide it from other users and estimates his/her willingness. The 

mediator estimates the solution for the detected conflict. 

Output of the mediator is the resolved conflict [1]. 

VII. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, the mediator is responsible for detecting and 

resolving the conflicts. The mediator uses two techniques. 

1) Conflict Detection  

2) Conflict Resolution 

 
Fig. 1: Mediator 

A. Conflict Detection 

In order to detect the conflicts individual privacy preferences 

of each negotiating user are compared in the proposed system 

two actions are considered ‘0’ and ‘1’ 0 detects do not grant 

access and 1 detects grant access the mediator runs conflict 

detection algorithm to detect the conflict let user’s privacy be 

PU1……PUN of group 1 and target user’s privacy be 

PT1……….PTN. If any one of the privacy preference 

mismatches conflict is detected by the mediator detection 
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conflicts are gathered in conflict set c. If algorithm does not 

detect any conflict then conflict set c=Null [1, 2]. 

B. Conflict Resolution 

The proposed methodology for conflict resolution consist of 

following three principles: 

1) Principle 1 

An item should not be shared if it is harmful to any of the 

users associated provided the other users agree to do so 

keeping in mind the privacy breaches [1, 4]. 

2) Principle 2 

If an item is not harmful to any of the users involved and there 

is a user who significantly needs to share then the item should 

be shared [1, 4]. 

3) Principle 3: 

In this majority of user’s preferences is considered and when 

user does not really mind much about the final output [2, 4]. 

Conflict resolution involves following: 

Estimating Item Sensitivity. 

Estimating Willingness. 

C. Estimating Item Sensitivity 

If a data is very sensitive to the user then it is considered that 

the item is very much private to the user. If data is very 

sensitive to the user then he/she will be reluctant. 

In sharing that item with others if lower number of 

friends are granted access means that the privacy policy is 

strict and the item is more sensitive[1]. 

Given a user n € N, its groups Gn and his individual privacy 

policy is Pn for an item then sensitivity can be calculated as 

follows: 

Sn =
𝟏

𝑮𝒏
∑ 𝑻𝒏(𝑮)𝑮=𝑮𝒏  

D. Estimating Willingness 

The mediator finds the willingness in order to change the 

preference action (Granting/Denying)  for a conflicting target 

user for sensitivity and relative importance. Relative 

importance is nothing but how important is the conflicting 

target user to the negotiator [1]. 

𝑾(𝒏, 𝒄) =
𝟏

𝟐 
(

|𝜹 − 𝑰𝒏(𝑪)|

𝜹 + 𝑰𝒏(𝑪)
+

|𝜹 − 𝑺𝑹|

𝜹 + 𝑺𝒏
) 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have thus reduced human intervention as 

much as possible. Billions of users use social media but 

privacy is not guaranteed through this paper we have covered 

all the aspects in order to improve user level privacy. 

We have thus designed a system which contains a 

mediator and it runs both conflict detection and conflict 

resolution algorithm. Various principles are used in order to 

achieve the solution to resolve conflict. In this paper we have 

also described various concession rules that play a vital role 

in resolving the conflict. We have also discussed sensitivity 

of an item, relative importance and user willingness. 
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